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LA MANUFACTURE
Static – Coffee table
Design by Todd Bracher
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LA MANUFACTURE

Static is an iconic table. Its beauty is inherently
tied to its structure, which was designed as a piece
of architecture.
In its most fundamental essence, it features
structural elements that materialise the laws of
physics. Bracing rods, welded steel and a clear
glass top are all elements chosen for how they
resonate with modern architecture. Static is a
light-spirited design capable of bringing life to its
surroundings. Aesthetic and functional, this design
will express its static force in any environment,
whether used stand-alone or in compositions.

Design by Todd Bracher

PRODUCT NAME
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LA MANUFACTURE

STATIC
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LA MANUFACTURE

VARIANTS AND SIZES

STATIC

TODD BRACHER

Todd Bracher is a designer and strategist, known
for his irreducibly complex approach to design.
His studio guides some of the world’s leading
brands to realise strategic differentiation through
design, including 3M, Cappellini, Georg Jensen,
Herman Miller, Issey Miyake, and Jaguar. Todd has
also served as Creative Director for Humanscale
and HBF.
Todd has been honored as a Top 100 Global
Design Influencer by Wallpaper* Magazine (2015),
International Designer of the Year (2015 & 2016)
and with numerous RedDot’s Best of the Best and
NeoCon Gold Awards for product design.
Founded in 1999 and based in New York City, his
studio draws upon the international experience
and expert network that Todd has built over two
decades, including ten years working, teaching and
living in Copenhagen, Milan, London and Paris.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Size: Ø1200xH307mm

COLORS
Top:
Structure:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Top: Glass
Structure: Black and Peltro powder-coated metal.

